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Abstract. When used for education, games can increase students’ motivation 

and engagement and provide a more authentic learning environment where they 

can apply knowledge, making them especially suited to schools. However, ac-

tual application of such (serious) games in schools is still limited. Teachers still 

consider that using games is a complex process that they do not fully master 

and that requires extra effort from them. We consider that simplifying teachers’ 

tasks when deploying games is crucial to promote their use. In classroom sce-

narios, teachers can greatly benefit from knowing what is happening as a seri-

ous game is being played. Game learning analytics (GLA) is the process of col-

lecting, analyzing and displaying student interaction data with the games to im-

prove the educational experience. GLA can be used both at real-time, providing 

teachers with information while their students are still playing, and offline, in-

specting already-finished game sessions. In both cases, analytics is only useful 

when it manages to bridge the gap between large collections of interaction data 

and pedagogically sound insight. Analytics dashboards should therefore provide 

not only complete but meaningful and easy-to-understand information, consid-

ering that teachers will most probably not know all the details of the analyses 

performed underneath. In this paper, we review our experiences on game learn-

ing analytics dashboards for teachers, and describe some of the steps we have 

taken to improve our dashboards. 

Keywords: Learning Analytics, Serious Games, Dashboards, xAPI, Game-

Based Learning. 

1 Introduction 

There are many characteristics that make games adequate for education, including 

their engaging and motivating nature [1, 2]. Despite these advantages, the adoption of 

serious games is still poor, partly due to a lack of standards for development, valida-

tion and deployment in schools [3]. Collecting and analyzing student gameplay is one 

of the keys to increase serious game adoption in schools, because collected data can 
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provide insight and improve all steps in the process, and even become a major selling 

point in itself, thus driving adoption. In educational settings, Learning Analytics (LA) 

is used to provide insight into learners’ actions to improve their learning process and 

contexts. When applied to games, Game Learning Analytics (GLA) [4] focuses on 

information gathered from players via in-game interactions. 

Fig. 1 represents a generic Game Learning Analytics pipeline, focusing of two 

main stakeholders: students playing a serious game, whose information is tracked, 

stored and analyzed within the Analytics System; and teachers supervising the game 

session. Analyses and visualizations (embedded in a dashboard) provide information 

for teachers. Other stakeholders, such as students themselves, game developers, and 

academic officials can be presented with their own dashboards. 

Dashboards are the usual way to communicate information to stakeholders [5]. 

They can display important metrics, and provide a visual overview of other infor-

mation while allowing filtering and limited query capabilities to gather more in-depth 

data. Among the usual stakeholders of interest for game learning analytics (students, 

teachers, game developers), this paper focuses on teachers, as they oversee the actual 

educational environments and are, in our opinion, the first stakeholder that needs to be 

considered to improve analytics for games in education: student dashboards are also 

important, but teachers are who decide whether or not to use games. More narrowly, 

the last step of Fig. 1 depicts the teacher using the dashboard, which requires teacher 

dashboards to be understandable, as described in [6].  

Generating teacher dashboards starts with tracking interaction data, which must be 

done with care to guarantee privacy. Interaction data can then be displayed in differ-

ent visualizations, for example displaying previously-identified KPIs (Key Perfor-

mance Indicators), the choice of which will be different from other stakeholders. Data 

collection and analysis should be entirely transparent to teachers. The final step, the 

visualization of the information, is where game learning analytics can provide value 

 

Fig. 1. Game Learning Analytics pipeline: a student plays a game that includes a tracker 

component. The tracker sends interaction data to the Analytics System for storage, analysis 

and visualization. Teachers, among other stakeholders, interact with dashboards to gain in-

sights into student gameplay and educational outcomes. 
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to teachers. In this sense, dashboards need to be evaluated as pedagogical tools, taking 

into account their goals, affect and motivation, and usability [7]. 

The process of collecting, analyzing and displaying data from in-game interactions 

to yield useful teacher dashboards comprises several steps, each of them beset by 

possible issues:  

a. Data collection: Collected interaction data cannot be easily shared unless a collec-

tion standard is being followed. Once standardized, privacy issues need to be ad-

dressed. Furthermore, what data should be captured depends on the games, and 

game developers are understandably more interested in designing games – rather 

than selecting what to send and then, on top, having to perform anonymization and 

sending it according to specific standards. While data collection is not, in itself, an 

issue that is specific to teacher dashboards, decisions made at this step (particularly 

what is collected and how it is anonymized) greatly influence dashboard outcomes. 

b. Low teacher expectations: Teachers are often new to analytics dashboards, and do 

not really know what to expect. In our experience, when asked what they expect to 

see, teachers described only basic information, such as times of completion, diffi-

culty, results in terms of counts of right and wrong answers, or number of attempts; 

possibly displayed using simple visualizations. Also, teachers assume that analytics 

will only be available after the intervention, and do not expect to receive any in-

formation while students are playing. 

c. Dashboard design: The design space of possible dashboards is vast, and designing 

useful visualizations requires both pedagogical knowledge and game-specific in-

formation. Teachers are generally not experts in dashboard design (see point b 

above); and are unwilling to make significant investments in dashboard design up-

front, before the game is even available. 

d. Changing dashboard requirements: Teachers will often request additional visuali-

zations for their dashboards after the game has been played (see points b and c). 

Fulfilling these may be costly or even impossible (for example, if the requisite data 

was not originally collected; see point a) – unless the whole system has been de-

signed to allow the necessary flexibility. 

e. Beyond stand-alone games: Teachers may want to use games as parts of larger 

courses, which may in turn be games as well. In these cases, dashboard granularity 

needs to be configurable, allowing the game to be analyzed not only by itself, but 

also as a part of a whole, and even as a whole with several parts. 

As participants in two EU H2020 Projects, we have developed a complete architec-

ture to track, collect, store, analyze and display the data collected from serious games 

in a systematized way [8, 9]. Section 2 of this paper describes how our architecture, 

and specifically our teacher dashboards, tackle the above issues. Section 3 describes 

how teacher dashboards could look like in subsequent iterations. Finally, Section 4 

summarizes our conclusions and outlines future work. 
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2 Improving teacher dashboards 

For data collection (issue a in the previous section), we use the Experience API for 

Serious Games Profile (xAPI-SG) as a standard collection and archival format. xAPI-

SG defines a common set of interactions that are usual in serious games, as detailed in 

[10]. We provide an easy to use library that greatly simplifies adding analytics to 

serious games, isolating game developers from the details of the standard. To avoid 

privacy issues, we use pseudonymous tokens for students. Tokens are unique strings 

of 4 characters created at the server when the game is deployed, and provided by 

teachers to their students, who will then use them to access the game. We then rely 

exclusively on tokens to identify students across play sessions, using them also to 

display information in the visualizations. Only teachers can, if they choose, keep the 

correspondence between tokens and actual students. 

Regarding low teacher expectations and dashboard design (issues b and c in the 

previous section), since we cannot expect teachers to provide detailed lists of what 

should be analyzed and how it should be displayed, we have developed a default 

dashboard, which does not require any setup and can display basic data for any game 

that sends valid xAPI-SG interaction data. For example, since xAPI-SG has a specific 

vocabulary to indicate that a student has made a choice, and whether the game con-

siders the choice to be correct or not, the default dashboard can easily display counts 

of correct/incorrect student answers. The use of a default, generic dashboard immedi-

ately provides value to teachers, and provides a useful base to elicit requirements for 

more complex game-specific dashboards. 

Additionally, since our dashboards are updated in near real-time, with delays of 

few seconds between receiving interactions and displaying updated visualizations, we 

also include a simple alerts and warnings mechanism that can be configured to notify 

teachers of possible issues as they arise. We consider alerts to be higher-priority than 

warnings, but the underlying mechanism is the same; and, asides from increasing the 

situational awareness of teachers, its existence reminds teachers that the use of analyt-

ics is not limited to presenting post-mortem information on playthroughs; and that 

their role during gameplay sessions need not be limited to proctoring. 

 To provide the necessary dashboard flexibility (issue d above), we are not limited 

to the default dashboard, and allow game developers (presumably with teacher feed-

back) to create customized game-specific analyses and visualizations for their games. 

Since our dashboards are built on top of the Kibana and ElasticSearch open-source 

projects, dashboard creation is developer-friendly, although not recommended for 

non-programmers. If need be, custom analyses and dashboards can re-evaluate old 

data, allowing dashboards to be updated to display existing information in new ways. 

This allows requirements to evolve as teachers and game designers refine their under-

standing of how students play and learn with a serious game, or when dashboard usa-

bility issues are identified. Subsections 2.1 and 2.2 contain two case-studies of such 

custom game-specific dashboards. 

Finally, regarding issue e, games are sometimes part of more complex course struc-

tures. For example, a game may contain several mini-games, each of which can merit 

its own dashboards. However, it still makes sense to provide a global dashboard to 
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monitor progress across all the minigames. This functionality was required for the 

H2020 EU Project BEACONING and allows for multi-level analytics, where the 

results of, for example, games that launch other mini-games, can be combined and 

meaningfully analyzed and displayed to provide insights on overall progress. 

2.1 A custom dashboard for a serious game on cyberbullying awareness 

Conectado [11] is a serious game to raise awareness against cyberbullying by placing 

the students in the role of a transfer student that suffers bullying and cyberbullying 

after arriving at a new school. Players experience the life of this transfer student in 

first person, during each of 5 in-game days, while being exposed to feelings of impo-

tence and increased (in-game) social isolation. The game keeps track of the level of 

friendship of the story’s protagonist with each classmate. For instance, the variable 

called friendship risk indicates, based on the player’s choices, the risk of being bullied 

in the game from 0 to 100, where a higher value corresponds to a worse social stand-

ing. There are indicators of risk for each character as well. The decisions that players 

make during the game, including whether the player decides to tell that is being bul-

lied to the parents or the teacher or not, also determine the ending. 

Some of the game-dependent visualizations developed for Conectado can be seen 

in Fig. 2. From left to right, and from top to bottom: 

a. Average friendship risk: this general metric describes whether the average of the 

class has low, medium or high friendship risk (shown in green, yellow and red, re-

spectively). 

b. Number of players per game day: this bar chart provides a vision of the progress of 

players in the game. As there are five days, teachers can see in real-time how many 

students have played through each in-game day, and help students who are too far 

behind their classmates. 

c. Number of players that have taken each possible action that determines the ending: 

this pie chart compares the number of player who have decided to complain about 

bullying to the in-game parents and teachers vs. those that have decided to remain 

silent.  

d. Maximum friendship risk per student: this visualization provides more in-detail 

information that complements the general metric provided in the first visualization. 

This allows teachers to quickly identify which students are doing best and worse in 

the game. Since the visualization is sorted, it also provides an overview of the dis-

tribution of risk scores throughout the class. 

 

These visualizations have been designed trying to cover some of the information 

usually required by teachers: progress (b), decisions taken (c) and specific metrics, 

both general (a) and per student (d). 

By default, in our teacher dashboard, all visualizations were of the same shape and 

size. However, different sizes are possible as seen in Fig. 2. In some cases, this may 

even be required to fit the desired visualizations, as it is the case in the next example 

where a plug-in was created to provide the exact visualizations desired. 
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2.2 A custom dashboard for a serious game on workplace interaction 

Another scenario where both analysis and visualizations were developed ad-hoc was 

for a game centered on workplace interactions developed for the EU H2020 RAGE 

project. The game design included a requirement to use the Thomas–Kilmann Con-

flict Mode Instrument (TKI) to measure and display responses to the different conflict 

situations that the player is exposed to while working as a team leader in a simulated 

game development company. The TKI is based on two dimensions of behavior, asser-

tiveness and cooperativeness; and defines five different approaches based on the bal-

ance between both dimensions: competing, accommodating, avoiding, collaborating 

and compromising. A specific analysis and visualization was developed to display the 

TKI categorization for each player. Additionally, certain situations allowed the player 

to exhibit, or avert, certain types of biases (for instance, based on gender, race, or 

fashion sense). Finally, the game allowed players to track office morale, productivity 

(in terms of shipped games), and awards for quality. 

 

Fig. 2. Some of the game-dependent visualizations developed for the game Conectado. 
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Fig. 3 displays the seven visualizations developed for this dashboard: 

a. Thomas-Kilmann classifications of a specific student’s answers over time. 

b. Games shipped, a measure of team productivity. 

c. Awards won, a measure of team quality. 

d. Office morale, a percentage indicating the degree to which the player’s in-game 

co-workers are happy with the player’s choices. 

e. Overall Thomas-Kilmann classification for the player, displaying the category that 

has appeared more times from the five pre-set categories. This visualization is part 

of the standard TKI. 

f. Pie chart displaying the distribution of answers according to the 5 TKI categories. 

g. Bar chart displaying, for each bias, the ratio of responses where it was averted 

(green) or exhibited (red). Note that both counts are relevant, as most possible 

choices to the in-game conversations did not offer the opportunity to either avert or 

exhibit a bias. 

This set of visualizations was a specific request made by the creators of the game 

in the project, sought to display all the information they considered to be of relevance 

in the game, and underwent several cycles of prototypes/changes until reaching its 

final iteration as displayed above. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Some of the game-dependent visualizations developed for the Thomas-Kilmann Conflict 

Mode Instrument. 
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3 Lessons learnt in teacher dashboard design 

We have tested the default teacher dashboard, including an alerts & warnings visuali-

zation, in experiments with two games, played under experimental conditions by over 

600 students and 150 teachers. Based on feedback from these experiments, we are 

currently redesigning the default dashboard to make it more understandable and ac-

tionable for teachers.  

To make visualizations more understandable, we have completely reworked their 

names and labels, with a focus on clarity; and are including pop-up descriptions for 

the more complex visualizations. For instance, in Fig. 3, the visualization of biases 

exhibited/averted (g) requires, at first, a significant description to understand what is 

being displayed; but once understood, there should be no further need for bringing up 

the description, and it should therefore not receive permanent display space. Addi-

tionally, as can be seen from Fig. 3, we now allow dashboards to combine visualiza-

tions of different sizes, so that more visually complex visualizations can be rendered 

in larger areas. At first version all of visualizations were of the same size and at the 

second version, we had two possible sizes (Fig. 2). Also, while in the initial teacher 

dashboards the positions of individual visualizations were not fixed, we have now 

made positioning entirely predictable and controllable. This has considerable ad-

vantages when comparing the dashboards for different experiments based on the same 

game, for example. 

Making a dashboard more understandable also makes it easier for teachers to rea-

son on the underlying information, and to take actions based on these decisions, 

which is the goal of any analytics system: to induce new meaning or change behavior 

[12]. Therefore, usability is an important first step towards actionable feedback. We 

are also exploring other avenues to provide recommended actions for teachers. For 

example, we are considering the use of alerts to highlight statistical deviations from a 

baseline. This would first require sufficient baseline data to be gathered; for example, 

we can take all completion times from a validation run, and use these times to identify 

students who take significantly longer (say, one standard deviation) than their col-

leagues to finish. Since this analysis can be performed regardless of the game, it can 

be rolled into the default alerts system, benefitting all future users of the analytics 

system at essentially no increased cost for users. The view of alerts and warnings can 

also be improved, by making a better use of display area; for instance, showing trig-

gered alerts and warnings directly in the general view if they are not too many, or 

showing only the most recent otherwise. 

Fig. 4 depicts two versions of the general view of the alerts and warnings each stu-

dent has triggered. In the original version, teachers must click on a student’s name or 

access token to see the detailed alerts and warning that the student has triggered. In 

the updated version, teachers see details for each student directly on the main view. 

As an upcoming approach, alerts could be used after validation of games to provide 

extra information: for instance, alerts could be deployed to identify students who are 

taking much longer than the expected time and show an alert in correspondence, help-

ing to identify the outliers in terms of completion times.  
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4 Conclusions 

Teachers are key to increasing adoption of serious games by schools, and Game 

Learning Analytics should therefore focus on their specific needs. We consider that 

teachers’ requirements should determine what information is to be collected and ana-

lyzed, to be later displayed on dashboards that are easy to understand for an average 

teacher. Dashboards should help teachers to make informed decisions not only after 

the games are played, but also while the game is ongoing and teacher interventions 

are still possible to help players make the most of their sessions. 

In this paper, we have identified several issues with teacher dashboards, including 

privacy and data collection, low teacher expectations regarding the outputs of the 

dashboards, lack of initial input when creating initial dashboards vs. late dashboard 

design requirements, and the use of dashboards for non-standalone games; and we 

have described how we have met these challenges by using simple anonymization via 

tokens and the xAPI-SG standard, a default set of visualizations that provides teachers 

with quick and easy-to-understand information to act on the previous contexts, sup-

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Previous (top) and updated (bottom) alerts & warnings view. The previous display 

only counts of alerts and warnings; teachers had to click on student names to view the actual 

alerts and warnings for those students. The updated version does not require such a context 

switch. 
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port for custom-built dashboards (we present two case-studies), a flexible alerts and 

warnings system, and hierarchical dashboards.  

In our experiments using these dashboards, we have identified possible improve-

ments (including alerts and warnings) to make them more understandable. These will 

be implemented on subsequent iterations, and tested and validated using the 

Conectado serious game and other games from RAGE and BEACONING H2020 

projects. 
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